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Since the early 1990s, Cuba has developed a popular dance music. Grooves and Waves: Cyclicity and Narrativity in Cuban Timba Piano?3.. innovative groups such as Los Van Van and Irakere combined various me. Page 12 .. Van Van pianist César Pupy Pedroso, with whom Tirso Duarte sang af. Beyond Salsa Piano: César Pupy Pedroso - book by Kevin Moore 20 Jul 2014. Beyond Salsa Piano: C sar Pupy Pedroso - Part 3 - Los Van Van in the 1990s 12 is the third volume on César Pupy Pedroso, and covers his last all time: Crónicas (1989), Aquí el que baila gana (1990), Azúcar (1992), Los Van Van Revolvy 3 Stylistic aspects. Since the 1990s, timba has referred to Cuba's intense and slightly more r.